CHINESE TARIFFS ON AMERICAN PRODUCTS
TRANCHE 2 - $16 BILLION
HS
subheading
23012010
26180010
26190000
26209990

27011100
27011210
27011290
27011900
27012000
27021000
27022000
27030000
27040010
27040090
27050000
27060000
27071000
27072000
27073000
27074000
27075000

27079100
27079910
27079990
27081000
27082000
27101210
27101220
27101230
27101291
27101299

www.prime-policy.com

Product Description
Herring meal; pilchard meal
Granulated slag (slag sand) from the manufacture of iron or steel
Slag, dross (other than granulated slag), scalings and other waste
from the manufacture of iron or steel
Slag, ash and residues (other than from the manufacture of iron or steel),
containing arsenic, metals or their compounds, Other materials that do not
contain vanadium, silver or gold.
Anthracite, whether or not pulverized, but not agglomerated
Coking coal
Other bituminous coal, whether or not pulverized, but not
agglomerated
Other coal, whether or not pulverized, but not agglomerated
Briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels manufactured from coal
Lignite, whether or not pulverized, but not agglomerated
Agglomerated ignite
Peat (including peat litter), whether or not agglomerated
Coke and semi-coke
Retort carbon
Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar gases, other than petroleum
gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons
Tar distilled from coal, from lignite or from peat, and other minerals, whether
or not dehydrated or partially distilled, including reconstituted tars
Benzole
Toluole
Xylole
Naphthalene
Other aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures of which 65% or more by volume
(including losses) distils at 250 C by the ISO 3405 method (equivalent to the
ASTM D 86 method)
Creosote oils
Phenols
Other products of the distillation of high temperature coal tar
Pitch
Pitch coke
Motor gasoline, aviation gasoline
Naphtha
Rubber solvent, paint solvent, extractive solvent
Nonene
Other light oils and preparations containing by weight more than 70% of oils,
other than those containing biodiesel
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27101911
27101912
27101919
27101922
27101923
27101929
27101991
27101992
27101993
27101994
27101999
27102000

27109100
27109900
27111200
27111310
27111390
27111400
27111910
27111990
27112100
27112900
27121000
27122000
27129010
27129090
27131110

27131190
27131210
27131290
27132000
27139000
27141000
27149010
27149020
27149090
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Aviation kerosene
Lamp kerosene
Other kerosene distillate products
Fuel oils No.5 – No.7
Diesel oil
Other diesel oils, fuel oils, paraffin oils
Lubricating grease
Lubricating oils
Basic oils for lubricating oils
Liquid paraffin and heavy liquid paraffin
Other heavy oil
Petroleum oils and oils from bituminous minerals (other than crude) and
preparations not elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight 70% or
more of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals, these oils
being the basic constituents of the preparations, containing biodiesel, other
than waste oils
Waste oils containing poly chlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polychlorinated
terphenyls (PCTs) or polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs)
Other waste oils
Propane
Liquid or liquefied-gas fuels in containers of a kind used for filling or refilling
cigarette or similar lighters and of a capacity exceeding 300cm3
Other butanes
Ethylene, propylene, butylene, and butadiene
Liquid or liquefied =-gas fuels in containers of a kind used for filling or refilling
cigarette or similar lighters and of a capacity exceeding 300cm3
Other liquefied gaseous hydrocarbons
Natural gas
Other petroleum gases, in gaseous state
Petroleum jelly
Paraffin wax containing by weight less than 0.75% of oil
Microcrystalline petroleum wax
Other mineral waxes (including slack wax, ozokerite, lignite wax, peat wax),
whether or not colored
Petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen and other residues of petroleum oils or of
oils obtained from bituminous minerals containing by weight less than 4% of
Sulphur
Other Petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen and other residues of petroleum
oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals
Petroleum coke, calcined, containing by weight less than 0.8% of sulphur
Other petroleum coke, calcined
Petroleum bitumen
Other residues of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals
Bituminous or oil shale and tar sands
Natural bitumen and asphalt
Emulsified bitumen and asphalt
Asphaltites
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27150000
29012100
29012200
29012410
29022000
29025000
29031500
29053100
29141100
29173611
29261000
29349990
34021300
34031900

34039900
35069190
39012000
39013000
39014010
39014020
39019010
39021000
39023010
39023090
39151000
39152000
39153000
39159010
39159090
40023990
44013100
44013900

44032190
45019010
47071000
47072000
47073000
47079000
51031090
51032090
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Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on natural bitumen, petroleum
bitumen, on mineral tar or on mineral tar pitch
Ethylene
Propene (Propylene)
Buta-1,3-diene
Benzene
Styrene
Ethylene dichloride (ISO) (1,2-dichloroethane)
Ethylene glycol (Ethanediol)
Acetone
Terephthalic acid and its salts
Achybnitrile
Other heterocyclic compounds
Non-ionic organic surface-active agents
Other preparations containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous
minerals (containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous minerals
less than 70% by weight)
Other lubricating preparations
Structural silicone sealant, not for retail sale
Polyethylene having a specific gravity of 0.94 or more
Ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymers
Ethylene-alpha-olefin copolymers, having a specific gravity of less than 0.94
Linear low density polyethylene, a specific gravity of less than 0.94
Elastomeric
Polypropylene
Ethylene – propylene copolymer (ethylene-propylene rubber)
Propylene copolymers primary forms
Waste, parings and scrap, of plastics of polymers of ethylene
Waste, parings and scrap, of plastics of polymers of styrene
Waste, parings and scrap, of polymers of vinyl chloride
Waste, parings and scrap, of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastics
Waste, parings and scrap of other plastics
CIIR or BIIR, in plates, sheets or strip
Wood pellets
Fuel wood, in logs, in billets, in twigs, in faggots or in similar forms; wood in
chips or particles; sawdust and wood waste and scrap, whether or not
agglomerated in logs, briquettes, pellets or similar forms: Other
Other pine logs, and cross-sectional dimensions 15 cm or more
Cork waste
Recovered (waste and scrap) unbleached kraft, corrugated paper
Other paper or paperboard, made mainly of bleached chemical pulp, not
colored in the mass
Paper or paperboard made mainly of mechanical pulp (for example,
newspapers, journals and similar printed matter)
Other, including unsorted waste and scrap
Other fine animal hair
Other fine animal hair waste
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51033000
51040090
52021000
52029100
52029900
55051000
55052000
63101000
63109000

70022010
71129110
71129210
72041000
72042100
72042900
72043000
72044100
72044900
72045000
73269019
73269090
74040000
75030000
76020000
79020000
80020000
81019700
81033000
81042000
81060010
81083000
81093000
81129210
81129220
81129240
81129290
81130010
81130090
85369011
85369019
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Waste of coarse animal hair
Other fine animal hair or coarse recycled fibers
Waste cotton yarn
Cotton fibers (recovered)
Other cotton waste
Waste (including noils, yarn waste and garnetted stock) of man-made fibers of
synthetic fibers
Waste (including noils, yarn waste and garnetted stock) of man-made fibers of
synthetic fibers of nylon or other polyamides
Used or new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables, and worn out articles
of twine, cordage, rope or cables, of textile materials: sorted
Used or new rags, scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables, and worn out articles
of twine, cordage, rope or cables, of textile materials of wool or fine animal
hair
Rods Of fused quartz or other fused silica
Gold and gold-waste and scrap
Platinum and platinum package waste and scrap
Waste and scrap of cast iron
Waste and scrap of alloy steel of stainless steel
Waste and scrap of alloy steel (other)
Waste and scrap of tinned iron or steel
Turnings, shavings, chips, milling waste, sawdust, filings, trimmings and
stampings, whether or not in bundles
Turnings, shavings, chips, milling waste, sawdust, filings, trimmings and
stampings, whether or not in bundles (other)
Remelting scrap ingots
Other steel products for industrial use
Other non-industrial steel products
Copper waste and scrap
Nickel waste and scrap
Aluminum waste and scrap
Zinc waste and scrap
Tin waste and scrap
Tungsten (wolfram) and articles thereof, waste and scrap
Tantalum and articles thereof, waste and scrap
Magnesium and articles thereof, waste and scrap
Bismuth and articles thereof, including waste and scrap
Titanium and articles thereof, waste and scrap
Zirconium and articles thereof, waste and scrap
Gallium
Unwrought vanadium
Unwrought niobium scrap, powder
Nesoi unwrought metal articles
Cermet particles, powder
Other metals and ceramic products, including waste and scrap
Connector, Working voltage not exceeding 36 volts
Connector, Working voltage between36 and 1000 volts
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87012000
87013000
87019190
87019290
87019390
87019490
87019590
87021020
87021091
87021092
87022010
87022091
87022092

87022093

87023010
87023020
87023030
87024010
87024020
87024030
87029010
87029020
87029030
87031011
87031019
87031090
87032130

87032140
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Road tractors for semi-trailers
Track-laying tractors
Other tractors with engine power not exceeding 18 kw retractor
Other tractors with engine power over 18 kw but not exceeding 37 kw
Other tractors with engine power over 37 kw
Other tractors with engine power over 75 kw but not exceeding 130 kw
Other tractors with engine power over 130 kw
Only with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines
(diesel)
30 and above (passengers) only with compression-ignition internal combustion
piston engines
Between 20 and 29 passengers only with compression-ignition internal
combustion piston engines
Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons including the driver
while with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine
Motor vehicles for the transport of 30 and above passengers including the
driver while with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 20 and 29 passengers including
the driver while with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine
(diesel or semi-diesel)
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 10 and 19 passengers including
the driver while with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine
(diesel or semi-diesel)
Motor vehicles for the transport of 30 or more persons including the driver
with spark-ignition reciprocating internal combustion engine
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 20 and 29 persons including the
driver with spark-ignition reciprocating internal combustion engine
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 10 and 19 persons including the
driver with spark-ignition reciprocating internal combustion engine
Motor vehicles for the transport of 30 or more persons, including the driver,
with only electric motor for propulsion
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 20 and 29 or more persons,
including the driver, with only electric motor for propulsion
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 10 and 19 or more persons,
including the driver, with only electric motor for propulsion
Motor vehicles for the transport of 30 or more persons, other
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 20 and 29 or more persons,
including the driver, other
Motor vehicles for the transport of between 10 and 19 or more persons,
including the driver, other
ATVs
Golf carts and similar vehicles
Other, snow special vehicles
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of
persons (other than those of heading 8702), including station wagons and
racing cars: Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,000 cc, other
Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,000 cc, off-road vehicles
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87032150
87032190
87032230
87032240
87032250
87032290
87032341
87032349
87032351
87032359
87032361
87032369
87032411
87032419
87032421
87032423
87032429
87033111
87033119
87033121
87033122
87033123
87033129
87033211
87033212
87033213
87033219
87033221
87033222
87033223
87033229
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Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,000 cc, vehicles designed for 9 or fewer
passengers
Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,000 cc, other
Other vehicles Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,000 cc but not exceeding
1,500 cc
Off-road vehicles Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,000 cc but not exceeding
1,500 cc,
Vehicles designed for 9 or fewer passengers Of a cylinder capacity exceeding
1,000 cc but not exceeding 1,500 cc,
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of
persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1L but not exceeding 1.5L
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of
persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1.5L but not exceeding 2L
Other Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the
transport of persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1.5L but not exceeding 2L
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of
persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2L but not exceeding 2.5L
Other motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the
transport of persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2L but not exceeding 2.5L
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of
persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2.5L but not exceeding 3L
Other motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the
transport of persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 2.5L but not exceeding 3L
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of
persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3L but not exceeding 4L
Other motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the
transport of persons of a cylinder capacity exceeding 3L but not exceeding 4L
Cars with cylinder capacity not exceeding 4L
Minibus with 9 seats or less with cylinder capacity not exceeding 4L
Other vehicles with cylinder capacity not exceeding 4L
Diesel cars with cylinder capacity not exceeding 1L
Other Vehicles with cylinder capacity not exceeding 1L
Diesel cars with cylinder capacity exceeding 1L but not exceeding 1.5L
Diesel SUVs with cylinder capacity exceeding 1L but not exceeding 1.5L
Passenger cars with 9 seats or less with cylinder capacity exceeding 1L but not
exceeding 1.5L
Other vehicles with cylinder capacity exceeding 1L but not exceeding 1.5L
Diesel cars with cylinder capacity exceeding 1.5L but not exceeding 2L
Diesel SUVs with cylinder capacity exceeding 1.5L but not exceeding 2L
Passenger cars with 9 seats or less with cylinder capacity exceeding 1.5L but
not exceeding 2L
Other vehicles with cylinder capacity exceeding 1.5L but not exceeding 2L
Diesel cars with cylinder capacity exceeding 2L but not exceeding 2.5L
Diesel SUVs with cylinder capacity exceeding 2L but not exceeding 2.5L
Passenger cars with 9 seats or less with cylinder capacity exceeding 2L but not
exceeding 2.5L
Other vehicles with cylinder capacity exceeding 2L but not exceeding 2.5L
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87033311
87033313
87033319
87033321
87033322
87033323
87033329
87033361
87033362
87033363
87033369
87034011

87034012

87034013

87034019

87034021

87034022

87034023

87034029

Diesel cars with cylinder capacity exceeding 2.5L but not exceeding 3L
Diesel passenger cars with cylinder capacity exceeding 2.5L but not exceeding
3L
Other vehicles with cylinder capacity exceeding 2.5L but not exceeding 3L
Diesel cars with cylinder capacity exceeding 3L but not exceeding 4L
Diesel SUVs with cylinder capacity exceeding 3L but not exceeding 4L
Passenger cars with 9 seats or less with cylinder capacity exceeding 3L but not
exceeding 4L
Other vehicles with cylinder capacity exceeding 3L but not exceeding 4L
Diesel cars with cylinder capacity exceeding 4L
Diesel SUVs with cylinder capacity exceeding 4L
Passenger cars with 9 seats or less with cylinder capacity exceeding 4L
Other vehicles with cylinder capacity exceeding 4L
Other vehicles, with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those
capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of a
cylinder capacity of not more than 1000ml
SUV with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston engine
and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable of
being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of a cylinder
capacity of not more than 1000ml
Minibus with no more than 9 passenger capacity with both spark-ignition
internal combustion reciprocating piston engine and electric motor as motors
for propulsion, other than those capable of being charged by plugging to
external source of electric power of a cylinder capacity of not more than
1000ml
Other Vehicle with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those
capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of a
cylinder capacity of not more than 1000ml
Vehicle with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston
engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable
of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of a cylinder
capacity of more than 1000ml but not exceeding 15m mL
Vehicle with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston
engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable
of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of a cylinder
capacity of more than 1000ml but not exceeding 1500 mL
Minibus with no more than 9 passenger capacity with both spark-ignition
internal combustion reciprocating piston engine and electric motor as motors
for propulsion, other than those capable of being charged by plugging to
external source of electric power of a cylinder capacity of more than 1000ml
but not exceeding 1500 mL
Other Vehicle with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those
capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of a
cylinder capacity of more than 1000ml but not exceeding 1500 mL

87034031
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87034039

87034041

87034049

87034051

87034059

87034061

87034069

87034071

87034073

87034079

87035011

87035019
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Other vehicles, with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those
capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power with
a charge over 1000ml but not exceeding 1500ml
Cars with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston engine
and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable of being
charged by plugging to external source of electric power with a charge over
2000ml but not exceeding 2500ml
Other vehicles with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than
those capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric
power with a charge over 2000ml but not exceeding 2500ml
Cars with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston engine
and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable of being
charged by plugging to external source of electric power with a charge over
2500ml but not exceeding 3000ml
Other vehicles with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than
those capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric
power with a charge over 2500ml but not exceeding 3000ml
Cars with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston engine
and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable of being
charged by plugging to external source of electric power with a charge over
3000ml but not exceeding 4000ml
Other vehicles with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than
those capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric
power with a charge over 3000ml but not exceeding 4000ml
Cars with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston
engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those
capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power
with a charge over exceeding 4000ml
Minibus with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston
engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable
of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power with a charge
over exceeding 4000ml
Other vehicle with both spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those
capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power with
a charge over exceeding 4000ml
Other vehicles, with both compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable
of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of no more
than 1000ml
Motor driving vehicle with both compression-ignition internal combustion
piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those
capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of no
more than 1000ml
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87035021

87035022

87035023

87035029

87035031

87035032

87035033

87035039

87035041

87035042

87035043

87035049

87035051
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Other vehicles, with both compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable
of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of more than
1000ml but not exceeding 1500ml
Off-road vehicle with both compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable
of being charged by plugging to external source of electric power of more than
1000ml but not exceeding 1500ml
Vehicle with up to 9 passengers with both compression-ignition internal
combustion piston engine and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other
than those capable of being charged by plugging to external source of electric
power of more than 1000ml but not exceeding 1500ml
Other vehicles both compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine
and electric motor as motors for propulsion, other than those capable of being
charged by plugging to external source of electric power of more than 1000ml
but not exceeding 1500ml
Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and other
motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a cylinder
capacity not exceeding 2000ml
4wd Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and
other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a
cylinder capacity not exceeding 2000ml
Small Passenger vehicle with less than 9 passenger capacity with compressionignition internal combustion piston engine and other motor vehicle drive, an
external power supply through plug with a cylinder capacity not exceeding
2000ml
Other Passenger vehicle with less than 9 passenger capacity with
compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and other motor
vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a cylinder
capacity not exceeding 2000ml
Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and other
motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a cylinder
capacity exceeding 2000ml but not exceeding 2500ml
4wd Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and
other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a
cylinder capacity exceeding 2000ml but not exceeding 2500ml
Small Passenger vehicle with less than 9 passenger capacity with compressionignition internal combustion piston engine and other motor vehicle drive, an
external power supply through plug with a cylinder capacity exceeding 2000ml
but not exceeding 2500ml
Other Passenger vehicle with less than 9 passenger capacity with
compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and other motor
vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a cylinder
capacity exceeding 2000ml but not exceeding 2500ml
Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and other
motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a cylinder
capacity exceeding 2500ml but not exceeding 3000ml
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87035053

87035059

87035061

87035062

87035063

87035069

87035071

87035072

87035073

87035079

87041030
87041090
87042100
87042230
87042240
87042300
87043230
87043240
87049000
87051021
87051022
87051023
87051091
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Small Passenger vehicle with compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engine and other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug
with a cylinder capacity exceeding 2500ml but not exceeding 3000ml
Other Passenger vehicle with less than 9 passenger capacity with compressionignition internal combustion piston engine and other motor vehicle drive, an
external power supply through plug with a cylinder capacity exceeding 2500ml
but not exceeding 3000ml
Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and
other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a
cylinder capacity exceeding 3000ml but not exceeding 4000ml
4wd Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and
other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a
cylinder capacity exceeding 3000ml but not exceeding 4000ml
Small Passenger vehicle with compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engine and other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug
with a cylinder capacity exceeding 3000ml but not exceeding 4000ml
Other Passenger vehicle with less than 9 passenger capacity with compressionignition internal combustion piston engine and other motor vehicle drive, an
external power supply through plug with a cylinder capacity exceeding 3000ml
but not exceeding 4000ml
Cars with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and
other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a
cylinder capacity exceeding 4000ml
SUVs with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine and other
motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a cylinder
capacity exceeding 4000ml
Passenger vehicle with compression-ignition internal combustion piston
engine and other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug
with a cylinder capacity exceeding 4000ml
Other vehicle with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine
and other motor vehicle drive, an external power supply through plug with a
cylinder capacity exceeding 4000ml
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods with a capacity exceeding 40.8
metric tons but not exceeding 63.5 metric tons
Other non-highway dump vehicles
G.V.W. not exceeding 5 metric tons
Other medium-sized diesel-type truck
Other diesel-type heavy goods vehicle
G.V.W. exceeding 20 metric tons.
G.V.W. with weight of more than 5 tons but not exceeding 8 tons
G.V.W. with weight not exceeding 8 tons
Other trucks
All terrain lift trucks with lifting weight not exceeding 50 tons
All terrain lift trucks with lifting weight more than 50 tons but not exceeding
100 tons
All-road crane lorries with lift weight exceeding 100 tons
Motor lift trucks with a lifting weight not exceeding 50 tons
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87051092
87051093
87071000
87079010
87079090
87091110
87091190
87091910
87091990
87099000

87111000
87112010

87112020

87112030

87112040

87112050

87113010

87113020

87114000

87115000
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Other lift trucks with lifting weight more than 50 tons but not exceeding 100
tons
Other powered lift trucks with lifting weight more exceeding 100 tons
Bodies (including cabs), for the motor vehicles of heading 8703
Large passenger car body
Other vehicle body
Short-range electric tractors
Other short-range electric delivery trucks
Non-electric short-range tractors
Other non-electric short-distance trucks
Parts for Work trucks, self-propelled, not fitted with lifting or handling
equipment, of the type used in factories, warehouses, dock areas or airports
for short distance transport of goods; tractors of the type used on railway
station platforms; parts of the foregoing vehicles
Micro-horsepower gasoline motorcycles and mopeds
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars, With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 50 ml but not more than 100 ml of
gasoline
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars, With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 100 ml but not more than 125 ml of
gasoline
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars, With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 125 ml but not more than 150 ml of
gasoline
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars, With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 150 ml but not more than 200 ml of
gasoline
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars, With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 200 ml but not more than 250 ml of
gasoline
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars, With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cc but not exceeding 400 cc
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars, With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 400 cc but not exceeding 500 cc
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 500 cc but not exceeding 800 cc
Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars With reciprocating internal combustion piston
engine of a cylinder capacity exceeding 800 cc
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87116000
87119000
87120020
87120030
87120041
87120049
87120081
87120089
87120090
87141000
87142000
87149100
87149210
87149290
87149310
87149320
87149390
87149400
87149500
87149610
87149620
87149900
87150000
87161000
87162000
87163110
87163190
87163910
87163990
87164000
87168000
89080000
90011000
90181310
90181930
90185000
90189099
90221400
90229090
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Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with
or without side-cars; side-cars With electric motor for propulsion
Other motorcycles (including mopeds) and bicycles equipped with auxiliary
engines
Competition bike
Mountain bike
16, 18-inch mountain bike
Other off-road bikes
Bicycles and other cycles (including delivery tricycles), not motorized 16 and
below
Bicycles not otherwise specified
Other non-motorized bicycles
Parts and accessories of vehicles of motorcycles
Parts and accessories of vehicles of carriages for disabled persons
Frames and forks, and parts thereo
Other non-motorized bicycle rims
Other non-motorized bicycle spokes
Other non-motorized bicycle hub
Other non-motorized bicycle flywheel
Other non-motorized bicycle sprocket
Brakes, including coaster braking hubs and hub brakes, and parts thereof
Saddles
Pedals and parts thereof
Other non-motorized bicycle crank and sprocket
Other Parts and accessories of vehicles of headings 8711 to 8713
Baby carriages (including strollers) and parts thereof
Trailers and semi-trailers for housing or camping
Self-loading or self-unloading trailers and semi-trailers for agricultural
purposes
Tanker trailers and tanker semi-trailers
Other Tanker trailers and tanker semi-trailers
Container trailers and semi-trailers
Other cargo trailers and semi-trailers
Other trailers and semi-trailers
Other vehicles
Vessels and other floating structures for unloading ships and floating
structures
Cable and fiber optic bundle
Complete set of apparatus for magnetic resonance imaging
Patient monitors
Other ophthalmic instruments and appliances
Other self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and other flat shapes of
plastics whether or not in rolls
Other medical or veterinary x-ray applications
Flash X-ray generators (peak energy ≥500 keV)
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